USB Hidden Camera (Item: DVR707)

This little USB stick is really a hidden camera with super long battery life up to 10 hours! You never know when you might need to catch a thief or see if your kids came home on time with our USB Hidden camera you can do just that. Easy to set up no wires no install hassles. Works with battery saving motion detection or continuous recording for when you want to video your favorite sporting event or your kids games Never miss the action with this USB Hidden Camera.

Features:

Looks just like a USB stick and with the included external battery pack you can get up to 10 hours of recording time!

- HD Video recording resolution
- Two recording modes motion or continuous
- Camera lens will supports video recording for vertical or horizontal
- One easy switch to power up and choose recording mode
- LED lights automatically turn off for covert recording
- Supports up to micro 128GB memory card for the longest recording times
- Highest quality device

Perfect for sports recording, undercover operation, video surveillance, concerns parents , PI, and Loss prevention specialized

Tech Specs:

- Video Formate: MJPG AVI
- Bit Rate: 16.4 Mbps
- Frame Rate Max 30fps
- Battery Rechargeable Lithium Polymer
- Battery Charging time 2 hours
- Memory up to 128 micro TF Card
- Recording times 2 hrs/16GB , 4 hrs/ 32GB; 8 hrs/64GB, 16hrs/128GB
- Battery Continuous mode 2 hours internal battery and 5 hours with external battery
- Battery Life Motion Detection 4 hours internal battery and 10 hours with the external battery

Includes:

- 1 Metal Clip
Cameras and DVRs

- 1 Battery pack
- Manual